POLICE CIRCULAR ORDER NO. 320/2005

Sub:- PROVISION OF ARMED POLICE FORCE TO INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATIONS AND PRIVATE SECTOR CONCERNS ON PAYMENT OF COST.

Different industrial concerns and private sector organisations, at times, request for provision of Police Force for maintenance of law and order and other purposes in their premises. In pursuance of section 14 of the Police Act 1861, such deployment necessitates payment of cost. Instances have come to notice that the borrowing organisations often fail/do not pay the cost of deployment of the forces on some pretext. Such failure in payment of cost for the deployment of force has resulted in loss of state revenue and has invited adverse remarks of authorities.

To overcome such difficulties, the following procedure should be followed in deploying forces on requisitions from private concerns.

(i) In general circumstances, the District Admin. can deploy forces for maintaining law and order in the premises and out side the premises of an organisation when they realise that the situation may go out of control even in absence of any requisite force. The S.P. concerned should withdraw the force as soon as the situation becomes normal. In case the party concerned desires to keep certain quantity of force for the safety of his premises, he should submit a written requisition to the concerned S.P. The S.P. in return should examine the authenticity of the requisition and the actual need for such force. Requests for deployment of force over telephone or any other means has to be followed by written requisition. Such requisition must contain the following information.

1. Quantum of force to be deployed, (2) Period of deployment, (3) Situation warranting such deployment.

Contd...P.2
Deployment of force without considering the pros and cons of the situation, mode of payment by the party and mode of requisition may cause future problems for which the concerned S.P. may be held responsible.

(ii) On receipt of written requisition from the party concerned, the district Supdt. of Police concerned should examine and assess the situation, decide about the quantum of force and the period for which such force deployment will be necessary.

(iii) Whether such deployment can be managed within the available resources (APR-OR/Home Guards) of the district.

(iv) If the required force cannot be met from the district resources, concerned S.P. should move the State Police Hdqtrs. with full details and justification for mobilisation of required force.

(v) Whether the party concerned has agreed for full advance payment of cost of deployment.

(vi) Advance payment of full cost of deployment should be insisted upon invariably.

(vii) The force should be withdrawn immediately on the date of expiry of the period for which the force was deployed and payment made.

(viii) The Supdt. of Police concerned should get the duties of such force checked through responsible officers.

This order will come into force with immediate effect.

D.G. & I.G. OF POLICE, ORISSA, CUTTACK.


Copy forwarded to the Principal Secretary to Govt. of Orissa, Home Department, Bhubaneswar for information.

D.G. & I.G. OF POLICE, ORISSA, CUTTACK.

Contd...P.3
Memo No. 660/Con. Dated 31.1.2005

Copy forwarded to all Heads of Police Establishments for information and necessary action.

D.G. & I.G. OF POLICE, ORISSA, CUTTACK.

Memo No. 661/Con. Dated 31.1.2005

Copy forwarded to the I.G. of Police (Finance), Orissa, Cuttack for information and necessary action with reference to his letter No. 41117/BT dt. 20.8.2004.

I.G. OF POLICE (OPERATIONS), ORISSA, CUTTACK.

O.D. 662/Con 31.1.05

Copy to all Branch Officers and Sectional Heads for information and necessary action.
ORISSA POLICE
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DEPARTMENT
CUTTACK.

No. 1324 [CID-CI.], DATED 14-1-2005.

From
The Supdt. of Police, CID, CB,
Orissa, Cuttack.

To
The Principal Secretary to Govt. of Orissa,
Home Department, Bhubaneswar.

Sub:-
Police Circular Order No. 319/05 containing
instruction relating to format for supervision
notes of Senior Police Officers.

...Sir,

A copy of the Police Circular Order No. 319/05
instructing Senior Police Officers to follow up revised format
for supervision notes is enclosed herewith for favour of further
action.

Yours faithfully,

Supdt. of Police, CID, CB,
Orissa, Cuttack.

Memo No. 1325 /CID-CI., Dated 14-1-2005.
Copy along with copy of P.C.O. No. 319/05 forwarded to
all Ss.P. of Orissa, including Ss.P. Berhampur/Hourkela/SBP Cuttack/
SBP, Hourkela for information and necessary action.

i) Copy along with copy of P.C.O. No. 319/05 forwarded to
all Range D.I.S. of Orissa/ICP, Railways, Orissa, Cuttack/Addl. D.G.
of Police, IPC, Cuttack for favour of information and necessary
action.

Supdt. of Police, CID, CB,
Orissa, Cuttack.

Memo No. 1326 /CID-CI., Dated 14-1-2005.
Copy along with P.C.O. No. 319/05 is sent to Addl. S.P., CID,
CB, Cuttack/All Dy.Ss.P. of CID, CB, Cuttack for information and
necessary action.

Supdt. of Police, CID, CB,
Orissa, Cuttack.

OD.
Copy along with P.C.O. No. 319/05 to Section Officer, Supply Section
S.P. Hqrs. Cuttack for information.

ii) Copy along with P.C.O. No. 319/05 to Inspr. 'PC Section of CB
for information.